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I. INTRODUCTION

The Title LX Legislation prohibiting sex dischmination
to Federally assisted education' institutions was a congres-
sional response to patterns of institutionally perpetuated
inequities based on sex Although significant changes have
occurred in schools as a result of the law, many systems
have limited their responses tolhe achievement of minimum
legal compliance The experience of those working in the
field clearly indicates that low levels of compliance activity
promote neither the equal opportunity goals of Title IX
nor the educational goals of the public schools

The focus on minimum legal requirements does ndt
necessarily indicate a resistance by school administrators
to the achievement of full equity Instead, it reflects the
lack of well-defined equity goals and a ratioftale for moving
beyond minimal legal compliance toward progressively
more equitable schools and school systems

This paper attempts to define and provide a rationale
for full equity in terms of outcomes for students acid benefits
for school districts It seeks to clarify the relation ip of
compliance to equity, aril] 'to proiiide a method of ana ing
the short- and long-term costs and benefits for students and
schools oftl)oth minimal and maximal equity responses In
addition. it presents some implications for action based on
the goal of full equity

II. DEFINITION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Because Title IX was enacted by the United States
Congress .as, essentially. an extension of Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rigs Act, the legislation is commonlly
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stood to be in the spirit of equal opportunity Yet, experience
with Title VI has demonstrated that the elimination of oyertly
discriminatory practices does' not of itself insure equal oppor-
tunities for educational and occupational accomplishments

Equal opportunity, like equity, is a general concept
about which there are many common a_ssumptions but a

vanety of definitions A proyocatiye article by Onora Nell
(1976) attempts to define what we mean when we say that
opportunities are equal Nell delineates an important dis-
tinction between formal and substantive interpretations of
the concept of equal opportunity The formal interpretation,
according to Nell, holds that once rules are fair, a society

equal opportunity society, even if 'group have dispro-
ionate success_ rates Such disproportion is justified

from the formal perspective on the basis of individual Yana-
tion in capacities and desires, although, as Nell points out,
desires and capacities are generally proleced or modified
by earlier education and occupational expenences Thus,

followsfollos that ap

p*
ntly neutral and nondiscriminatory

tests and other selection procedures for edbcational and
occupational attainment often result in disproportionate
success in some groups and eorrespindingly ch.proportionate
failure in others

The substann
according tqq N
and occupatio
their ptoport
or qualificati
says Nell.
frequency b
equal .,opportu
ential practice
rewards From this. perspective,, fair rules
Rather, equal opportunity for any expenence or result means
that, individuals. must be equally likely, as members of par-, ticular- groups, to.achieye that experience or result This
does net mean that all individuals will be equally successful
there will continue to be gaps between the most and least
successful people in each group, proyided,that the same range
of differences exists within other groups Thus, according
to Nell, intergroup not `intragroup differences would he
eliminated

e interpretation of equality of opportunity
wound equalize le rate of educational
intent of all major
presentation in.society
dmis-sions pr positions

equirements must he
of all social gro

ifies the use of qiio and other prefer-
se they confer equal (o; less unequal)

are not enough

groups based on
If prerequisites
are established.
met with equal

This view of

III. INTERPRETATIONS OF TITLE IX

Title IX., like Title N. I. cart he given either a formal or
a substannye interpretation Most common is the formal
perspective, which views Title IX as a mandate to eliminate
discriminatory practices in school systems and provide !loth_
sexes equal access to alt programs and activities Continu-
ing disproportion in classes, clubs sports and employment
is not In itself ti violation of the law and is thus generally
considered to he the result of indiyidual differences and
choices

Both the Title IX ,Statute and the implementing Regu-
lation contain language that can also he interpreted frorn
suhstantiYe equal opportunity perspective They go beyond
the Pi-ohihition of nondiscrimination and mandate equal
benefits from educaitional programs i c that indiyiduals
shall not 'on the hasis of sex, he excluded from participation
in he denyed the benefits of, or he subjected to Siscrimination
under any education. program or activity receoing federal
financial assistance

According to attorney Charles (Jucmcr in his legal
handl)ok on Title IX (1974), these three protectioris (par
ticipAiin, benefits, nondiscrimination) are not functionally
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equivalent It is po\sible to provide two of them, partici-
pation and nondisorimmation, without the third, proyision
of, equal benefits from educational programs Guemer cites

Tau Nuhols, in which the Supreme Court ruled that equal
participation did not provide equal benefits for which, the
Court said, irmati'.e efforts would he necessary

T itle IX Implementing Regulation goes well beyond
the language of Title VI 'in the specificity of its provisions
because it is based on legal and administrative precedents
established over the years in the enforcement of Title VI
(Fishel and Pottker 1977 p 107) In Section 86 3, the
Regulation requires remedial steps to eliminate the effects
of any discrimination" and permits "affirmative action to
overcome the effects of conditions which liesulted'in limited
participation therein by persons of a particular sex

According to Guemer, case law suggests that- remedial
action required by the Federal government to overcome the
continuingeffects of past discrimination may include utili-
zation of sexual classifications in Order to remedy past
recdgnized violations He indicates that although affirmative
action to overcome the effects of limited participation by
persons of a partici;lar sex is rely voluntary in the absence
of a finding of past discnrt non, "in some instances it
may be appropriate to actua y resort to the 'preference'
method. if the goal sought to be achieved is,of a compelling
nature and can be achieved no other yi.!iy tp 75)

IX'. LONG-R/ NGE OL TCQN1ES

Interpretation of the Title IX mandateformal or
substantive depends largely on the outcomes desired The
formal approach seeks elimination of sex discnmNatory
policies and practices, while the substantive' view promotes
equal success rates among males and females School district
focus on minimum compliance 3ctRrities designed to eliminate
overt discriminatory practices and provide access to school
opportunities has not significantly altered disproportionate
participation and achieivement rates for males and females. '
Diesel mechanics, calculus, affel baseball still attract few
girls, child care, fine arts, and cheerleading. few boys
Girls continue to lag behind boys in achievement tests,
career preparation. and physical prowess Boys, on the other
hand, exhibit higher levels of underachie'.ement, maladjust-
ment, and greater behavior and truancy problems than do
girls

The formal interpretation of equal opportunity implies
that continued disproportion in participation and achievement
reflects individual ability and preference Howeer, students
may not have the information,'expenence. and skill to make
informed choices Ability is limited by prior experiences,
and preference Colored by the suhtle influence of-sex bias
and sex role stereotyping Thus, neither ability nor preference
may he adequate criteria for important educational and

occupational choices
The substannYe view 2t equal opportunity requires

tho to insure equal success rates among fer?iales arid males.
quotas and preferences are appropriate short -term measures
HoveYer, the highly controversial nature of such actions
makes them difficult to promote as methods to achieve
equity in the public schools E \rents however, .may ulti-
mately force a reconsideration of quotas as the only guaran
for ofTquity

For the purpose of Ahis discussion the subtantlye
equal opportunity goal of equal success rates for females
as a group and males as a group is accepted but not the
use of quotas to \re it



V. DEFINITION OF EQIT1

The notion of equal success rates can serve as a focal
point for dialogue about appropriate long-term, goals for the
equity enterprise Clearly defined goals, in. turn permit the
development of strategies for their achievement

The definition of educational sex. equal proposed in
this paper combines the formal equal opportunity goal of
equal access with the substantive equal opportunity goal
of equal success rates

Educational Ser Equal can be defined as the elimina-
tion of sex discrimination, bias, and stereotyping in all
school structures, policies, and practices and the promotion
of proportionately equal educational and occupational
attainments between females and males

V. STAGES OF EQI. IT1

The Equity Continuum
The two approaches (formal and substantive) to equal

Opportunity delineated by Nell (1976) have different goals
but the substantive equal opportunity goal of equal success
rates has as a precondition the formal equal opportunity
goal.of equal access The clear directionality of these equal
opportunity perspectives suggests a continuum The formal
equal opportunity phase begins with a move ,from the initial
stage of discrimination to the elimination of discriminatory
policies (stage two) This action is fundamental to clange.
since official policies repftsent a codification of the philas
ophy of a schooldistnct Stage three is the elimination of
discnminatory" practices Nondiscriminatory policies and
practices arising from stages two and three lead to fair rules
and plqual access, which represent the final stage of formal
equal opportunity This fourth stage also represents tull
legal compliance

Fair rules and equal access, while overcomirig discnm-
inatory barriers provide only limited equity, however, since
as Nell points out, fair procedures may have a dispropor-
tionate result when people from some groups have had a
history of discnrrtination State four tequal accessLcan be
considered the first stage of substantive eqdal opportunity
as well as the last stage of formal equal opportunity It is
the ban for stage five, affirmative programs, designed to
promote increased levels of participation in all areas by
underrepresented groups Such programs might include re-
cruitment. compensatory training, and extra support services

Affirmative action is a weaker rnechamsro...to insure
equal participation and success rats than are quotas and
preferences whi9t, according to Nell, are vital to the goal
of substantive equal opportunity The modification of quotas
to afTirmative action places what may seem undue confidence
in the good will of educational systems However, a real
commitment td affirmative programs can promote higher
levels of equity, albeit without the insurance of -specified
quotas based A41 representation in the population

Affirmative programs should lead to equal participation
rates (stage six) in all categories (courses of study, athletics,
employment. extracurricular activities, etc ) Equal -parti-
cipation rates' tend! to produce equal_succesk ,rates (stage
seven), which prov rite an equal range of benefits and rewards
such as money, status, and power for all social groups This
is the final stage of substantive equal opportunity and reflects
the achievement of full equity

The Compliance .Gontinuum
While the term ,,equity is generally used to represent
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the spirit of title .IX compliance connotes the letter of the
law A' series of sequential stages in compliance have been
identified by Shirley McCune (Kaser et al MO pp is,
16-17, and subsequent personal communication)

A system first moves front n4 action at all into paper
compliance, stage two Paper compliant e means comple
non of the procedural requirements of the Regulation
minimal training and information within thc districtbut
continuation of violations Pocket compliance is stage three,
altlibugh tt represents nawement beyorkl paper compliance.
responses ,to legal requirements are fragmented and only
mininium levels of staff and financial resources are allocated
to thr effort There are isolated individual efforts toward

. equity while some legal violations remain Systemwide
compliance, the fourth /stage. proposed by McCune in a

personal conversation with the author, indicates that a sys-
tem has fulfilled Its legal requirements The goals .of com-
pliance, according to McCune. are access to programs, the
elimination of within-class segregation, the establishment
of a_sex-fair cumculum, and role models of both sexes
Compliance with the law leads to 'the development of
affirmative programs which can stabilize these changes and
result in full educariorsal equity (Kaser et al 1910) pp iv-15)
This is the fifth stage chafactenzed by commitment and
operational programs

The Equity /Comphance Continuum Relationship .

IVIZ-Cune's. compliance, continuum, therefore, provides
'equal access (former equal opportunity) and culminates with
affirmative efforts to promote full equity (substantive equal
Opportunity) 'this construct fits nicely into the equity
continuum described earlier It is important to note that the
stages of complianet, do not exactly mirror the linear stages
of the equity enntinuurn because they reflect uneven' systemic
adaprations to Federal requirements In that sense, the
compliance continuum is more empirically based than the
idealized stages of the equity continuum Figure I portrays
the relationship- of McCune s stages of compliance to the
equity continuum

)pure I Equity /( omphance ( ontutuum Relationships
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